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Figure 1: Comparison of input, temporal-antialiasing and 1.33× temporal-upsampling results. Images are rendered by Unreal Engine 4.22.

Abstract
Temporal Antialiasing (TAA), formally defined as temporally-amortized supersampling, is the most widely used antialiasing
technique in today’s real-time renderers and game engines. This survey provides a systematic overview of this technique. We
first review the history of TAA, its development path and related work. We then identify the two main sub-components of TAA,
sample accumulation and history validation, and discuss algorithmic and implementation options. As temporal upsampling is
becoming increasingly relevant to today’s game engines, we propose an extension of our TAA formulation to cover a variety
of temporal upsampling techniques. Despite the popularity of TAA, there are still significant unresolved technical challenges
that affect image quality in many scenarios. We provide an in-depth analysis of these challenges, and review existing techniques
for improvements. Finally, we summarize popular algorithms and topics that are closely related to TAA. We believe the rapid
advances in those areas may either benefit from or feedback into TAA research and development.

1. Introduction
Temporal Antialiasing (also known as Temporal AA, or TAA) is
a family of techniques that perform spatial antialiasing using data
gathered across multiple frames. Since its debut a decade ago, TAA
and its variants have quickly become the de facto standard for
antialiasing solutions in almost all video game engines and realtime 3D renderers. Traditionally, the name temporal antialiasing
was used for techniques that aim to reduce temporal aliasing (also
known as the wagon wheel effect) [KB83]. Nowadays, the term is
somewhat of a misnomer as it is consistently used for spatial antialiasing (i.e. supersampling) using temporal samples. We choose
to follow this new naming convention due to its wide acceptance in
the real-time rendering community.
Prior to TAA, hardware-accelerated Multisample Antialiasing
(MSAA) [Ake93] enjoyed the status of most used antialiasing technique in real-time engines. MSAA offers improved image qual-

ity at a small performance cost by limiting the rate of shading
to a single per-primitive invocation for each pixel, effectively decoupling visibility determination from shading. Unfortunately, several challenges arise when MSAA is used in conjunction with deferred shading techniques [GPB04, Har04]. First, the hardwareaccelerated mapping between visibility and shading is lost, effectively turning MSAA into costly supersampling antialiasing
(SSAA). Second, even when such mapping between different sample types is recovered [SV12, KS14] the increased storage and
memory bandwidth requirements of multisampled G-Buffers often negate any performance improvement due to running shaders
at lower rate. Due to these difficulties various post-processing antialiasing techniques have been proposed to replace MSAA in deferred rendering (see Jimenez et al. [JGY∗ 11] for an overview), but
many of them suffer from temporal stability problems due to a lack
of sufficient information to recover true pixel values.

c 2020 The Author(s)
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TAA aims to resolve subpixel detail that is missing in singlesampled shading. Theoretically, this can be achieved by increasing per-pixel sampling rate using supersampling, which is often
prohibitively expensive for real-time rendering with a brute-force
implementation. By reprojecting shading results from previous
frames, TAA effectively amortizes the cost of shading multiple
samples per pixel over consecutive frames, and achieves supersampling at only a small cost on top of single-sample shading. From a
quality standpoint, when compared to single-frame post-processing
antialiasing techniques, TAA not only suppresses aliasing more effectively, but also generates more temporally stable results. TAA is
also relatively easy to integrate into existing engines. It is usually
implemented as a single post-processing pass, and requires only a
feedback input of the output image from the previous frame.
TAA does face certain challenges that are not common in previous approaches. It is sometimes criticized for producing soft images, and can introduce artifacts such as ghosting and shimmering.
We provide an in-depth analysis of such issues in existing TAA algorithms (Sec. 6), leading to future research directions in this area.

1.1. Algorithm overview
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Figure 2: Conceptual illustration of how TAA amortizes spatial
supersampling over multiple frames.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of a typical TAA implementation.
Blue blocks are TAA components, and green blocks are stages of
the render engine.

jitter offset drawn from a sample sequence is used to shift the viewport each frame (Sec. 3.1). Temporally accumulated samples from
the previous frame’s output (history) are reprojected (resampled)
using application-generated motion vectors to account for camera
and object motion (Sec. 3.2). Due to change in occlusion, lighting
or surface content, the fetched history data may be stale and inconsistent with the data from the current frame. Using stale data
without scrutiny produces ghosting and image lag artifacts. History
validation is a critical component of TAA algorithms as it identifies
stale history data, and either rejects (Sec. 4.1) or rectifies (Sec. 4.2)
the data to avoid introducing error to the current frame. This is a
challenging and ill-posed task, as typically the only reliable information that we can use to validate previous data is the current
sparsely-sampled frame. We review challenges associated with this
problem in Sec. 6.
After history validation, the newly shaded sample is accumulated (blended) into the history color to obtain a new resolved color
for each pixel (Sec. 3.3). This involves computing a weighted sum
of the history color and the current frame sample, using either a
fixed or adaptive blending weight. The blending weight has major influence over the tradeoff between antialiasing quality (convergence rate, temporal stability) and responsiveness (the speed to
adapt to changes and reject errors in history). After being saved
into a history buffer, the result can be further refined (e.g. image
post-processing) and prepared for display.

The key idea behind TAA is to reuse subpixel samples accumulated from previous frames to effectively achieve supersampling.
Figure 2 illustrates the conceptual process. Assuming a number of
samples (yellow dots) were gathered for each pixel prior to frame
N, and have been averaged and stored in the history buffer as a
single-color value per pixel (green dot). For each pixel in frame N,
we map its center location (orange dot) to the previous frame N − 1
based on scene motion, and resample the history buffer at that location to obtain the history color for that pixel. With resampling,
the history color represents the average of previously accumulated
samples around that point. For the current frame N, we shade a new
sample (blue dot) at a jittered location, and merge the result with
the resampled history color. This produces the output pixel color of
frame N, which then becomes the history for frame N + 1.

There is a recent trend to reduce the input shading sample density
to below one sample per pixel in TAA, which effectively makes it a
spatial upscaling solution. Such techniques are commonly referred
to as temporal upsampling (Sec. 5; also called temporal upscaling; notice that the name should not be confused with techniques
that increase frame rate by using frame interpolation). Even though
the scene is rasterized and shaded coarsely in each frame, samples
that are gathered across multiple frames can jointly provide data
of higher density and resolution. Temporal upsampling techniques
leverage such data to recover fine details, and usually outperform
pure spatial upsampling techniques in quality. Given an increasing
demand in playing games in ultra-high-resolution today, temporal
upsampling and its variants are on its way to becoming the new
standard in modern game engines.

Putting this concept into implementation, Figure 3 shows the
components and data flow of a typical TAA algorithm. In order
to evenly sample different locations within a pixel area, a sub-pixel

We review the performance characteristics of TAA and temporal
upsampling in Sec. 7. There are also a few other techniques, closely
related to TAA, that share similar building blocks as well as chalc 2020 The Author(s)
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lenges. Examples include variable rate shading, temporal denoising, and machine learning-based reconstruction techniques. Sec. 8
gives an overview of these problems and solutions. All these techniques use temporally accumulated data to improve visual quality
or to accelerate brute-force solutions.
2. A brief history of Temporal Antialiasing
Prior to the introduction of TAA, techniques that exploit temporal coherence (i.e. frame-to-frame coherence) to speed up rendering computation have been available for offline and interactive
ray-tracing systems for decades. An overview to this family of
techniques is given by Scherzer et al. [SYM∗ 12]. Such methods
typically aim at reusing shading results across multiple frames to
save expensive computation, by using either proxy geometry warping or pixel scattering to reproject data across frames. Another
related group of techniques, called motion-compensated filtering,
use spatio-temporal filters to reduce noise in image (video) sequences [BKE∗ 95]. Like TAA, such techniques also need to handle
time-variant signal, using adaptive nonlinear filters [OST93] or signal decomposition methods [KLB95].
Although the idea of using data across multiple frames for evaluating per-pixel integrals can be traced back to the Accumulation
Buffer [HA90], it was not until the development of the Reverse Reprojection Cache (also known as history buffer) that this idea became practical for real-time rendering. Nehab et al. [NSL∗ 07] and
Scherzer et al. [SJW07] both discovered that by computing a perpixel reprojection vector in the forward rendering pass, the idea of
accumulation buffer can be extended to handle scene motion. More
precisely, reprojection vectors track object and camera motion between frames, and allows each pixel in the current frame to retrieve
data accumulated at the exact same surface point from previous
frames. Both works proposed to use this technique to improve the
quality of shadow-mapping.
The Amortized Supersampling paper [YNS∗ 09] first proposed to
use data reprojection as a general solution for shading antialiasing. The authors identified two major difficulties in TAA to produce high-quality output: excessive spatio-temporal blur due to resampling error, and slow adaptation to underlying signal changes.
Through a theoretical analysis, they proposed to store the history
buffer in 2× the target resolution to reduce blur, and introduced an
adaptive blending scheme to identify and limit error caused by blur
and signal changes.
An important technique that makes TAA more robust in applications is the idea of using current frame samples to rectify reprojected history data, first introduced by Lottes [Lot11]. Later
refined and referred to as neighborhood clamping (or clipping)
[Kar14, Sal16], this technique relies solely on the current-frame
input color buffer to reduce artifacts caused by stale history data.
Therefore, it significantly lessens the need for other history validation heuristics and additional input data, making TAA more robust
and easy to integrate.
Since 2010, TAA quickly became popular in game engines and
newly released titles. Halo: Reach [Lea10] uses alternate sampling
patterns across frames and then adaptively blend the last two frames
to achieve quality similar to 2× supersampling. Crysis2 [Sou11]
c 2020 The Author(s)
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adds reprojection to allow accumulating multiple frames, and uses
motion and depth-based consistency check to minimize artifacts.
Starting in 2012, NVIDIA offers TXAA [NVI12] as their TAA solution on Kepler+ architectures, and enabled it in nearly 20 game
titles. Major commercial game engines added TAA either as a standard antialiasing approach (e.g. Unreal Engine 4 [Kar14], Unity
[Uni16]), or in combination with other spatial antialiasing solutions such as morphological antialiasing [Res09] (e.g., SMAA in
CryEngine 3 [JESG12], and TSCMAA [Kim18]). Other notable
titles and engines that implemented and enhanced TAA include
Dust 514 [Mal12], the Decima engine [Val14, dCI17], Far Cry
4 [Dro14], Quantum Break [Aal16], Rainbow Six Siege [EM16],
Inside [Ped16], and Uncharted 4 [Xu16].
TAA has been coupled with the idea of temporal upsampling
since its inception. Yang et al. [YNS∗ 09] proposed a reconstruction
algorithm to accumulate details at subpixel level in TAA. Herzog
et al. [HEMS10] introduced a joint spatio-temporal filter to perform upsampling in image space. Similar ideas have been used in
game engines to meet quickly evolving demand of high-resolution
displays [Mal12, Val14, Aal16, Epi18]. More recently, new techniques that extend MSAA to shade less than once per pixel (e.g.
checkerboard rendering [Lea16, EM16, Wih17], variable rate shading [PSK∗ 16, XLV18]) have come to rely on TAA to filter or fill
in missing shading details. These methods that decouple the shading rate from the visibility sampling rate can reduce shading costs
while resolving geometry edges at a dense resolution, but often at
the cost of significant changes to the engine rendering pipeline.
3. Accumulating temporal samples
From a theoretical standpoint, spatial antialiasing requires convolving the continuous shading signal with a low-pass pixel filter to suppress excessive high-frequency components before sampling the
signal. In practice, we supersample the continuous signal before
applying the low-pass filter on the discrete samples of the signal.
TAA amortizes the cost of supersampling by generating, aligning,
and accumulating these spatial samples over multiple frames. This
section gives an overview of these procedures.
3.1. Jittering samples
For practical reasons, most TAA implementations render a single
sample per pixel in each frame. A common approach to generate
a different sample in each frame for all pixels is to add a viewport sub-pixel jitter offset to the camera projection matrix. The perframe jitter offset is usually drawn from a well-distributed sample
sequence, so that every pixel is evenly covered by samples generated over multiple frames.
Since an object can appear or become disoccluded at any
time, the first sample of a pixel beginning accumulation can start
from any index in the sequence. To allow fast convergence, an
ideal sequence therefore must have the property that any subsequence of any length must be somewhat evenly distributed in the
pixel domain. Certain low-discrepancy sequence such as Halton
or Sobol have this property (see Christensen et al. [CKK18] for
an overview). Depending on the targeted quality and the effective
accumulated sample count, the length of the sequence can often
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be limited to a relatively small number. For example, Unreal Engine 4 [Epi15] uses a 8-sample sequence from Halton(2, 3) by default, Inside [Ped16] uses a 16-sample sequence from Halton(2, 3),
SMAA T2x [Jim16] uses Quincunx, and Quantum Break [Aal16]
uses rotated grid offsets. When the target antialiasing filter kernel
is any non-negative kernel other than a common box filter, importance sampling can be used to efficiently sample the domain and
avoid explicit weighting of the individual samples [YNS∗ 09].
With GPU devices that support Direct3D programmable sample position feature tier 2, developers can specify a sample pattern
across a 2 × 2 pixel grid, such that adjacent pixels do not have to
share the same set of samples. This helps to reduce certain aliasing
artifacts caused by the interference between the sample pattern repetition frequency and the underlying signal frequency. NVIDIA utilized this feature in the Multi-Frame Anti-Aliasing (MFAA) technique since their Maxwell architecture [Gru15]. Drobot [Dro14]
also uses this feature to sample in FLIPQUAD pattern over two
frames using 2× MSAA.
Motion in the scene may disrupt a well-designed sample pattern
by displacing samples accumulated over frames. With a short recurrent sequence, certain motion speed may cause sample locations
from multiple frames to cluster in world space, leading to biased
results (blurry or aliased). This is one of the causes of TAA quality degradation under motion (the others are discussed in Sec. 6).
By randomizing the jittering pattern, we can break regular cycles
in the pattern and lower the risk of running into those pathological
scenarios.
With TAA, sampling and integrating over pixel area provides antialiasing for both geometry and texture. Since textures are usually filtered using mipmapping, they may risk being overblurred by
TAA in the output. Therefore, typically a mipmap bias is applied
to the forward pass where textures are sampled. This is particularly
important for temporal upsampling [Epi18]. The level of mipmap
bias should compensate for the ratio between the effective sample
density and the input pixel density. For example, if the effective
sample count per-input-pixel is expected to be 4 (see Sec. 3.3 and
Figure 4 for how to estimate effective sample density), then the
mipmap bias is calculated as − 12 log2 4 = −1.0. In practice, a less
aggressive bias between this value and 0 is sometimes preferred to
avoid hurting temporal stability as well as texture cache efficiency.
Since TAA is essentially an amortized sampling process, it can
also be applied to other effects that require integration of samples, such as ambient occlusion, shadow, order-independent transparency, reflection, and diffuse global illumination. Providing randomized input to these effects (preferably with high-dimensional
low-discrepancy sequences [CKK18]) allows TAA to integrate
them along with screen-space antialiasing samples. For example,
Unreal Engine 4 relies on TAA to denoise many effects that use
stochastic sampling and dithering [Kar14].
3.2. Data reprojection between frames
With scene motion between frames, each pixel needs to compute its
corresponding location in the previous frame to fetch history data.
Reverse reprojection [NSL∗ 07, SJW07] is widely used to perform
this step. During scene rasterization, the geometry is transformed

twice, once using previous frame’s data, and once using current
frame’s data. The offset between the current and the previous location of every pixel is then stored into a motion vector texture (also
called velocity in some engines), which is later used by the TAA algorithm to obtain the reprojected history buffer coordinate of every
target pixel.
In order to save framebuffer bandwidth, some engines only explicitly compute and store motion vectors for animated and moving objects, with all affected pixels tagged in a stencil texture. For
pixels that are not tagged, their location in the previous frame can
be determined on the fly in the TAA pass by reconstructing the
3D clip-space coordinates of each pixel using the depth buffer, and
projecting it to the previous frame using the camera matrices of the
previous and current frame:
pn−1 = Mn−1 Mn−1 pn ,
( 2x
w

(1)

2y
h

where pn =
− 1, − 1, z, 1) is 3D clip-space location of the
current frame pixel in homogeneous coordinates, and Mn−1 and
Mn are previous and current frames’ view-projection matrices, respectively. The resulting position is obtained after a perspective division. Unreal Engine 4 [Epi15] uses this approach by default.
The reprojected coordinates in the history buffer often contains
a subpixel offset, and there is no longer a 1 : 1 pixel mapping between the source and the target frames. A resampling step is needed
for obtaining history at each pixel, so that no distortion (fractional
offset snapping) artifact is introduced. Typically, a hardware accelerated bilinear texture fetch or a bicubic texture filtering is used
for this purpose. Section 6.1 discusses commonly used resampling
filters and how they affect image quality.
Since motion vectors cannot be antialiased, reprojection using
motion vectors may reintroduce aliasing artifacts to smooth, antialiased edges along object boundaries of moving objects. A simple approach to avoid such artifacts is to dilate the foreground
objects when sampling motion vectors, so that all boundary pixels touched by the edge are reprojected along with these objects [Kar14]. Typically, a small 4-tap dilation window is used. An
adaptive scheme has also been proposed by Wihlidal [Wih17] to
only fetch and compare depth value when motion vectors diverge.
3.3. Sample accumulation
It is impractical to store all samples accumulated for each pixel over
previous frames. In most TAA implementations, the accumulated
samples for each pixel are averaged and stored as a single color,
which is both the output of the current frame, and the history input
of the following frame. This iterative accumulation process can be
written as [YNS∗ 09]:
fn (p) = α · sn (p) + (1 − α) · fn−1 (π(p)),

(2)

where fn (p) is frame n’s color output at pixel p, α is the blending factor, sn (p) is frame n’s new sample color at pixel p, and
fn−1 (π(p)) is the reprojected output (history color) from previous
frame, using the reprojection operator π(·) and resampling.
The blending factor parameter α balances the relative contribution of new sample and the history color. Most TAA implementations today use a fixed α, which effectively leads to a recursive
c 2020 The Author(s)
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Figure 4: Effective number of accumulated sample when using exponential smoothing with a fixed α. The curves are plotted based
on Eq. 30 listed in the appendix of Yang et al. [YNS∗ 09].

exponential smoothing filter [NSL∗ 07, SJW07, YNS∗ 09]:


fn (p) = α · sn (p) + (1 − α)sn−1 (p) + (1 − α)2 sn−2 (p) + . . . .
(3)
This equation progressively assigns older samples lower weights,
which in some cases is a desirable property, since older samples are
more likely to become stale due to changes in the scene. Note that
from a variance reduction perspective, this is suboptimal. The optimal variance reduction is achieved when all samples are weighted
equally in the sum [YNS∗ 09]. This is not the case when a fixed α is
used, which may compromise the quality of the results at both low
and high sample counts. Figure 4 shows the relation between α and
the effective number of samples accumulated if uniform weights
were used, with a matching degree of variance reduction. For example, with a commonly used α = 0.1, a result from 5 accumulated
frames is equivalent to 2.2 samples per pixel, 10 frames equivalent
to 5.1 samples, and 15 frames equivalent to 9.8 samples. At steady
state with an infinite number of input frames accumulated, α = 0.1
results in 19 effective samples at its best.
As an alternative to weighting samples equally, we can store a
per-pixel accumulated sample count Nt (p) in the alpha channel of
the history buffer [YNS∗ 09]. This value is initialized to 1 whenever
the pixel is refreshed, and is incremented every frame. By setting
α = 1/Nt (p), Eq. 2 assigns the same weight to all history samples.
It then enables optimal convergence rate at the cost of an additional
storage channel. This method is used in some applications that require fast convergence after disocclusion [WMB19, KIM∗ 19], particularly when target frame rate is low.
It should be noted that when α is small, the result becomes susceptible to resampling errors (Sec. 6.1) or temporal lag (Sec. 6.2).
To avoid those artifacts, α is often clamped to a lower bound to ensure a minimum amount of history refresh. Yang et al. [YNS∗ 09]
propose a theory to derive an adaptive α lower bound based on
fractional motion speed, such that accumulation of bilinear resampling error is prevented. CryEngine 3 [Sou11] and Unreal Engine 4 [Epi15] use simple heuristics to increase α with larger motion speeds. Also, when history rejection (Sec. 4.1) or rectification
(Sec. 4.2) happens, effective accumulated sample count Nt (p), if
tracked, needs to be updated accordingly to match α [YNS∗ 09].
c 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

In most rendering engines, physically-correct post processing effects are implemented in linear HDR (i.e. radiometrically linear)
color space. It is desirable to place TAA before all these effects to
avoid aliased high-energy color samples being exaggerated by effects such as bloom or lens flare. This requires TAA to take input
samples in linear HDR space. On the other hand, since tonemapping is typically non-linear, filtering operations such as antialiasing
are best applied in the post-tonemapped space to produce correct
edge gradient on display. A workaround to solve this conflict is
to tonemap the samples before applying TAA, and invert tonemap
the output back to linear HDR space to feed the rest of the post
processing chain [Pet15]. In practice this is typically implemented
with an invertible tonemapping operator like the Reinhard operator 1/(1 + x), which acts as a surrogate to the final tonemapping
function.
To avoid desaturating colors when tonemapping, Karis [Kar13,
Kar14] uses a luminance-adaptive weight when accumulating new
samples to history:
w(c) =

1
,
1 + L(c)

(4)

where L(c) is the luma channel of color c, and w(c) is applied as
a bilateral weight when blending current frame samples and history color using Eq. 2. This effectively tonemaps the input samples
and can avoid generating extremely high-energy color pixel in the
output, sometimes referred to as “fireflies”. A similar technique is
implemented in Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare [Jim14] to stabilize bloom effect.
4. Validating history data
In reality, history pixel data reprojected from the previous frame
should never be trivially reused without checking. They can either
be invalid due to scene occlusion changes, or stale due to lighting
and shading changes. Failure to properly handle such cases can result in strong temporal artifacts such as ghosting. In this section,
we review commonly used techniques for validating history data.
4.1. History rejection
A straightforward approach to handle stale or invalid data is to reject the data when error is detected. Rejection is done by setting α
to 1 in Eq. 2. A soft refresh is also possible by limiting α to a lower
bound threshold, allowing a faster than regular update to the accumulated history color. In general, there are two types of sources
that can be used to determine the confidence of the history: geometry data (depth, normal, object ID and motion vector), and color
data.
Geometry data is typically used to identify invalid history data
reprojected from mismatching surfaces due to occlusion changes.
Figure 5 shows an example. By comparing reprojected depth of p
and previous depth of πt−1 (p) against a small error tolerance, we
can identify disoccluded pixels like p1 and avoid reusing history
data there [NSL∗ 07]. To achieve more robust matching, other geometry information such as surface normal and object ID can also
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be used additional indicators of consistency. In the TAA implementation of Crysis 2 [Sou11], Sousa also proposes to increase α when
motion speed increases, in addition to a depth-based consistency
check. Note that, although geometry information tends to correlate strongly with shading color, it is only a part of the shading
inputs. Shading changes in effects like lighting, shadows and reflections cannot be detected using geometry information. The unfilterable nature of geometry data may re-introduce discontinuity
into smooth, antialiased edges. Therefore, relying only on geometry information to reject history is often a brittle solution.
Comparing color between history buffer fn−1 and current frame
samples sn can provide a more direct indicator of the validity of
history data. This is useful for detecting when history data is either
stale due to visible lighting or shading change, or distorted due to
resampling error and incorrect motion vectors. Since the current
frame samples sn are expected to be aliased (otherwise we would
not need antialiasing), directly comparing fn−1 (p) and sn (p) gives
us biased estimates of the error, meaning that it can be both spatially
and temporally unstable. Yang et al. [YNS∗ 09] observe this and
propose to filter the error estimate:
εn (p) = B3 ∗ ( fn−1 − sn )(p),
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Figure 5: Checking for disocclusion changes. Pixel coordinates p1
in frame t is reprojected to coordinates πt−1 (p1 ) in frame t − 1,
where it is occluded by another piece of geometry. By checking
geometry data (depth, surface normal, or object ID), the occlusion
can be identified and properly handled. In contrast, pixel p2 finds
a match and can safely be reused. Diagram adapted from Nehab et
al. [NSL∗ 07]
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Figure 6: Common history rectification techniques illustrated. For
simplicity we visualize the color samples and their extent over a 2D
chromaticity space. In practice they are defined in a 3D color space
(e.g. RGB, or YCoCg).
pattern (e.g. temporal FLIPQUAD) is used, such that frame N and
N − 2 have matching sample locations. Samples in those frames
can therefore be directly compared when no motion is present.
For ray-tracing applications with a higher shading rate budget,
Schied [SPD18] proposes to forward-project a subset of previous
shading samples to the current frame, and shade new samples at
exact same locations to reliably compute shading change (temporal
gradient). The sparsely computed gradients are then upscaled with
a joint-bilateral filter, and are used to control α to keep the history
always up to date.

(5)

where B3 is a box filter of radius 3. The error estimate is then used
to set a lower limit on α to enforce a minimum amount of refresh of
the history. Herzog et al. [HEMS10] compute the temporal gradient
of the reconstructed color, and apply spatial and temporal smoothing to the gradient to improve stability. Malan [Mal12] computes
the color extent (bounding box) of the neighborhood in current
frame samples. The history color is kept if it is inside or close to
the bounding box. The technique also biases α based on the extent
of the color bounding box: a small bounding box (flat color) would
increase α to avoid visible ghosting, whereas a large bounding box
(sharp discontinuity) would reduce α to increase accumulated samples and suppress temporal artifacts. The use of color bounding box
is related to history rectification techniques (Sec. 4.2).
One option to reliably detect temporal changes is to compare
raw samples that are shaded at the exact same surface location
across frames. In Killzone: Shadow Fall [Val14] and following
HRAA technique [Dro14], an alternating odd-even frame sample

4.2. History rectification
Rejecting stale or invalid history data effectively resets the per-pixel
integration process, and can lead to increased temporal artifacts.
History rectification ameliorates this issue by making the otherwise
rejected data more consistent with the new samples. As in most
TAA implementations today, the rectified history is then blended
with the current frame, leading to more visually acceptable results.
Most history rectification algorithms assume that the current
frame samples provide reliable information of the extent (or distribution) of the colors covered by each pixel. Since the current frame
samples are often sparse and aliased, a 3 × 3 or larger neighborhood of each pixel is considered for pulling the color information
(Figure 6(a)), with the assumption that more neighboring samples
provide a better estimation of the distribution of local color variations. The convex hull of the neighborhood samples in color space
represent the extent of the colors we expect around the center pixel.
If the history color falls inside the convex hull, it is assumed to be
c 2020 The Author(s)
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consistent with the current frame data and can be reused safely. If
it falls outside the convex hull, we need to rectify it to make it consistent with the current frame data. We do so by connecting history
color with the current-frame sample color, and clip the line segment
against the convex hull. The intersection point is the best estimate
of history that is consistent with the current frame samples.

and history validation techniques, the accumulation step requires
special handling to achieve the best image quality. In this section,
we propose a general framework that covers a variety of existing
upsampling techniques [YNS∗ 09, HEMS10, Mal12, Aal16, Epi18],
and discuss some improvement strategies.

In practice, computing a convex hull and the ray-hull intersection per pixel can be prohibitively expensive. A common approximation to this is to compute an axis-aligned bounding box (AABB)
of the colors using a min/max filter, and either clip or clamp the
history color against the AABB (Figure 6(c)) [Lot11, Kar14]. This
is related to Malan’s rejection technique [Mal12], where the same
AABB is used to either accept or reject history data (see Section 4.1). While an AABB is simple to compute, the approximation
trades off temporal stability for an increased likelihood of ghosting artifacts. Karis [Kar14] further reduces ghosting by clipping
to color AABB in YCoCg space. Compared to RGB, the YCoCg
space typically leads to a tighter AABB, because it decorrelates
chroma (Co, Cg) channels from the luma (Y) channel, in which
local contrast usually dominates.

5.1. Scaling-aware sample accumulation

Note that min/max filtering of very dark or bright outliers can
inflate the volume of the bounding box, leading to accepted history
data that would otherwise be rectified. Variance clipping [Sal16]
addresses outliers by using the local color mean and standard deviation to center and size the color extents used for rectification:
Cmin = µ − γσ,
Cmax = µ + γσ,

(6)

where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the color
samples in the local neighborhood, and γ is a scalar parameter typically chosen between 0.75 and 1.25. The computed Cmin and Cmax
are used in place of the AABB extent for history clipping (Figure 6(d)).
One special technique related to history rectification is the pixel
history linear models by Iglesias-Guitian et al. [GMK∗ 16]. Their
method derives pixel color from a running “feature”, which is accumulated, stable low frequency color information at each pixel. The
feature is transformed to output pixel color by a per-pixel parameterized linear model, updated per frame to keep up with shading
signal changes. During update, neighborhood clamping is also used
to refine the color prediction model. The technique as a whole aims
to find a superior balance between temporal coherence and responsiveness, at the cost of more per-pixel storage of history data.
5. Temporal upsampling
Temporal upsampling is a natural extension of TAA, by further reducing the effective sampling rate from one sample per pixel to
a fraction of a sample per pixel. This is often desired by applications with heavy pixel workload, and is becoming increasingly popular in games targeting high-resolution displays. Temporal upsampling essentially accumulates lower-resolution shading results, and
produces higher resolution images that often contain more details
than pure spatial upsampling results. Although it shares many basic building blocks with TAA, such as sample jittering, reprojection
c 2020 The Author(s)
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Temporal upsampling differs from TAA in that input samples are
accumulated into a buffer of higher pixel density. Since there is no
longer a 1 : 1 mapping between input samples and output pixels,
we first upscale the input samples to the output resolution using:
s̄n (p) =

1
∑ δ(oi )si ,
w(p) i∈Ω(p)

(7)

where Ω(p) is a collection of input samples in a fixed-sized neighborhood of output pixel p, si is the i-th sample in Ω(p), oi is distance between si and p, and δ is a reconstruction filter kernel chosen for the target pixel. The normalization factor w(p) is the sum
of weights:
w(p) =

∑

δ(oi ).

(8)

i∈Ω(p)

Essentially, Eq. 7 computes a weighted sum of input samples that
fall under the reconstruction kernel δ of the target pixel. The reconstruction kernel δ can either be a Gaussian kernel [HEMS10,
Epi18], a 1-pixel-wide bilinear tent (hat) function [YNS∗ 09], or
other filtering kernels with wider support than the input sample grid
size. The fixed-sized neighborhood of Ω(p) is chosen to match the
filter size.
While the upscaled input samples s̄n (p) could be directly
plugged into Eq. 2 for accumulation, doing so will not produce output images with desired sharpness. By nature of upscaling, the set
of values s̄n contain mixed quality output samples, where some with
proximity to input samples receive direct copies of those (higher
quality), and others are interpolated from more distant samples
(lower quality). With a fair per-frame jittering pattern, an output
pixel should receive a higher quality sample every few frames.
The key to producing consistent high quality in all pixels is to
selectively blend input samples into history based on a confidenceof-quality factor β(p) defined for each output pixel p. For that purpose, the recursive accumulation step (Eq. 2) can be rewritten as:
fn (p) = α · β(p) · s̄n (p) + (1 − α · β(p)) · fn−1 (π(p)).

(9)

The confidence factor β(p) is a value in [0, 1] that is designed
to bias the accumulation towards retaining the history when the
quality of s̄n (p) is expected to be low. Unreal Engine 4 [Epi18]
uses the following term to compute the confidence:
β(p) = max δ(oi ),

(10)

i∈Ω(p)

where δ(oi ) is the same Gaussian kernel used in Eq.7. Most other
temporal upsampling algorithms that scatter samples into the highresolution accumulation buffer can be viewed as using a box kernel
as δ(oi ) that matches the target pixel size [YNS∗ 09,Mal12,Aal16].
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As an example, consider the special case where the input samples are of 2× lower resolution in each dimension, and kernel δ(p)
is a box of target pixel size. There is a fixed 1 : 4 mapping between
input samples and output pixels. Since samples are jittered inside
the source pixels, in each frame only one out of four pixels in target
2 × 2 pixel block has a valid sample that fall into its covered area.
In that pixel the box kernel in β(p) evaluates to 1, and the sample is accumulated into fn (p). The other three pixels all have β(p)
evaluates to 0, leaving the history values unchanged. Notice that
arbitrary upsampling ratio is supported by this scheme. Examples
of different upsampling ratios are illustrated in Figure 7.
No upsampling

1.5× upsampling

2× upsampling

To improve temporal stability and sharpness in temporal upsampling, Quantum Break [Aal16] choose to adaptively relax the color
bounding box based on pixel motion speed. On objects that are
close to stationary, accumulating samples is encouraged over aggressive clamping. This will lead to more stable and sharper images
during static shots, but at the cost of potential ghosting on dynamic
lighting and shadows, or animated textures, since these changes are
not reflected by the motion vectors.
In the context of applying temporal upsampling to ray tracing,
Andersson et al. [ANS∗ 19] observe significant quality differences
when the sampling order interacts with motion. With regular sampling patterns, they recognize two main sampling order modes,
hourglass and bowtie. They propose an adaptive scheme to dynamically switch between the two modes per pixel based on the
fractional part of motion speed and motion direction, resulting in
reduced image error and visible artifacts.

5.3. Checkerboard rendering

Figure 7: Spatio-temporal sample accumulation in temporal upsampling. Upper: Input color samples from four frames (green,
brown, orange, yellow) and how they overlap target pixel grid with
1× (no upsampling), 1.5×, and 2× upsampling rate per dimension. Lower: When using a target pixel-sized box kernel as δ(p),
the updated pixels in one frame (highlighted) are those touched by
the samples shaded in that frame.

5.2. Miscellaneous improvements
History validation in temporal upsampling shares the same type
of challenges with that in TAA, but it is more difficult because
sparser input samples relative to output pixels provide less reliable
information about the real content. As will be further discussed in
Sec. 6.1.2, Sec. 6.2 and Sec.6.3, the quality of history rectification
suffers when input samples are sparse, which would ultimately lead
to worse trade-off between ghosting, temporal instability and blurriness artifacts.
During temporal upsampling, the typical 3 × 3 neighborhood
used for color bounding box calculation in the input image now
covers more than 3 × 3 pixel area in the target image, leading to
an increased chance of overestimating the color gamut. To avoid
that, Unreal Engine 4 [Epi18] computes a shrink-sized neighborhood based on subpixel offset for color bounding box calculation.
Samples far away from the target pixel center are not included by
the bounding box, leading to less ghosting artifacts. Similarly, Andersson et al. [ANS∗ 19] propose to clamp each history pixel only
to its immediate neighboring 2 × 2 samples.

Checkerboard rendering (CBR) is a special type of temporal upscaling technique. It became popular after game console platforms,
such as PlayStation 4 Pro and XBox One X, use it as a tool to target 4K resolution [Lea16]. Unlike other temporal upscaling techniques that rely on random jittered samples to cover the target pixel
grid, CBR deterministically shades two opposing pixels on the diagonal line in each 2 × 2 pixel quad (hence the name “checkerboard”) in one frame, and flips that pattern next frame to shade the
other two pixels in the quad. The technique to shade samples in
a checkerboard pattern can be a 45◦ rotated framebuffer [dCI17],
hardware accelerated 2× MSAA [EM16, ML18], programmable
sample positions [Dro14], or variants of target-independent rasterization [Wih17]. Such techniques often leverage hardware dependent and are orthogonal to the topics of this paper.
Since every single frame only shades half of the target pixels,
temporal data reuse is needed to generate a complete image in
each frame. The common TAA and temporal upscaling techniques
such as reprojection, sample accumulation and history clamping
are directly applicable to CBR. The distribution of new samples
in a checkerboard pattern is also inherently more friendly to interpolation or neighborhood clamping steps than earlier temporal
upsampling attempts like temporal interlaced rendering [Val14].
But a CBR implementation usually requires significant engine code
changes, due to the non-standard sample layout and the large number of shading and postprocessing passes that interact with it. Like
temporal upscaling, CBR techniques usually resolves upscaling
and antialiasing in a single pass. A special post-processing pass
can be used to avoid producing visible saw-tooth pattern in final
rendering [EM16]. With support of special hardware, visibility information such as depth and object/primitive ID can be decoupled
from shading and sampled at target resolution to improve the quality of final pixel resolve [Wih17]. Unlike temporal upsampling,
CBR assumes a fixed 1 : 2 input-to-output pixel ratio. Therefore,
it is sometimes coupled with a traditional resolution scaling technique to support varying workloads [Wih17].
c 2020 The Author(s)
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6.1. Blurriness
There are two sources that accounts for the “soft” look of TAA
results: the error introduced by resampling when history is reprojected, and the error introduced by history rectification where accumulated detail in history color is clipped or clamped.
6.1.1. Resampling blur
Resampling happens when motion causes target pixels to reproject to fractional pixel locations in the previous frame. Using a
hardware-accelerated bilinear texture filtering can efficiently interpolate the color value of the four nearest pixels in the history buffer,
around the reprojected pixel center (π(p) in Eq. 2). However, bilinear filters soften the resampled image, since they perform poorly in
retaining high-frequency contents. Since the history is reprojected
in every frame, the filtering error accumulates and quickly result
in an objectionable, blurry look. This blur can be quantified using
a statistical analysis [YNS∗ 09]. This analysis led to strategies to
avoid the excessive blur by both clamping α to an adaptive lower
threshold based on motion speed (because the amount of blur varies
with fractional motion speed), and using a higher resolution history buffer (in order to relax the bandwidth of the bilinear filter).
In applications that do not require regular sampled outputs (e.g. ray
tracing [CSK∗ 17]), forward reprojection can be used to avoid resampling, together with explicit hole filling steps.
Other than limiting α and increasing history resolution, advanced resampling filters are also commonly used to reduce the
reprojection blur. Drobot [Dro14] uses Back and Forth Error Compensation and Correction (BFECC) [DL03, NABW12] to significantly reduce the error of bilinear sampling. Cubic interpolating
splines like Catmull-Rom [CR74] are also commonly used as a resampling function in TAA to avoid blur accumulation. For example,
TAA in Unreal Engine 4 [Kar14, Epi15] and SMAA T2x [Jim16]
both use an approximate, optimized version of Catmull-Rom interpolator with as few as five bilinear texture fetches. As shown
in Figure 8, both BFECC and Catmull-Rom offer significant improvement over bilinear results after 100 frames of repeated resampling of accumulated history. Recently, Nehab and Hoppe [NH14]
study generalized filter kernels that demonstrate superior resampling quality over traditional convolutional filters. The latest filter
of this kind [SN15] produces almost visually lossless results after 100 frames of resampling (Figure 8, last column shows the results using their cubic quasi-interpolator). The generalized filters
are implemented as a traditional linear, quadratic or cubic resampling filter followed by a linear recursive filter pass, which can be
efficiently implemented on the GPU using parallel recursive filtering [NM16].
c 2020 The Author(s)
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Amortizing sampling and shading across multiple frames does
sometimes lead to image quality defects. Many of these problems
are either due to limited computation budget (e.g. imperfect resampling), or caused by the fundamental difficulty of lowering sampling rate on spatially complex, fast changing signals. In this section we review the common problems, their causes, and existing
solutions.

Original

Rand. + refresh

6. Challenges

Figure 8: Comparison of resampling blur using different filtering
techniques. All images except the original are generated by repeated translating and resampling the image 100 times. The first
row of images uses half-pixel translation in both horizontal and
vertical directions to demonstrate worst-case resampling quality.
The second row uses random translation offset to simulate the average case. The third row applies exponential smoothing (Eq.2) with
α = 0.1 after every resampling step, using ground-truth translated
image as input (sn ). It shows that the resampling blur can be ameliorated to some extent when new input is blended into the resampled history every frame.

6.1.2. History rectification-induced blur
History rectification techniques (Sec. 4.2) are based on the assumption that the current frame samples in the neighborhood of each
pixel contain the entire gamut of surface colors covered by that
pixel. Since the current frame samples are sparse (≤ 1 sample per
pixel), the hope is that any thin feature in geometry or shading is
at least covered by one pixel in any 3 × 3 neighborhood it touches.
Unfortunately, with highly detailed content, this assumption is often violated. Figure 9(a) demonstrates a common case where a subpixel wide thin line is missing in the input of certain frames, causing the underestimated color bounding box to clip or clamp away
the line color from history. This happens commonly in highly detailed scenes, where small, sharp features are smoothed out in the
output (Figure 9(b-d)).
Since history rectification is essential in most modern TAA implementations, and must be adjusted to avoid more severe artifacts
like ghosting (Sec. 6.2), detail preservation is sometimes sacrificed.
To regain some of the sharp, detailed appearance, some renderers
apply a sharpening filter, such as a discrete Laplacian, to the result
of TAA output [Dro14, Xu16, Wih17]. An adaptive sharpening filter [Kra19] can be used to avoid producing out-of-gamut colors in
sharpening.
6.2. Ghosting and temporal lag
Ghosting is a common type of artifact seen in screen-space temporal data reuse techniques. Ghosting often appears in newly disoccluded regions caused by moving objects, where invalid history
data is not completely removed from the current frame by history
rejection or rectification techniques. That region can then appear as
a second copy of the moving object, and it may be carried through
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(a) Illustrative example: incorrect clamping of foreground colors
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Figure 10: An example of ghosting artifact in TAA: (a) a running
character leaves a ghosting trail over disoccluded grass; (b) the
input samples have high luminance and chrominance complexity in
the grass-covered regions; (c) visualization of the large luma extent
of the per-pixel neighborhood color bounding box, which is used to
clip the history color.
(b) An input frame

(c) TAA w/ clamping

(d) TAA w/o clamping

Figure 9: History rectification-induced blur. In the illustrative example (a), a thin foreground object is sampled in frame 0 and 2, but
is completely missed in frame 1 and 3. The foreground color is then
removed from the accumulated history in frame 1 and 3, leading to
biased results. Screenshots of a forest scene shows that a heavily
undersampled input (b) causes missing tree branches and other details in a converged TAA image with clamping (c), when compared
to the result without clamping (d).

in subsequent frames. Other than disocclusion, incorrect motion
vectors can also lead to invalid reprojected history in a false shape
of a moving object. Common effects that produce to incorrect motion vectors are transparency, particles and reflection, which are
known challenging cases for TAA to handle. When motion is absent, but the history data is stale due to fast changing shading (e.g.
specular highlights or animated shadows), the result may simply
appear as being blurred or blended across multiple frames. This is
often referred to as temporal lag.
Both ghosting and temporal lag could be avoided if history rectification mechanisms are effective. However, the effect of history
rectification techniques like history clipping or clamping is often compromised near high-contrast object boundaries. Figure 10
shows a common case in games, where the input samples from the
current frame contain dense high contrast edges (b), which lead
to large color bounding boxes in the area (c). The large bounding
boxes are ineffective to represent the color gamut of the pixel colors, and thus allow the invalid history colors to pass during clipping
or clamping.
To avoid ghosting artifacts, TAA in Unreal Engine 4 [Kar14]
adds a “responsive AA” flag on translucent materials, which is written to a stencil buffer and used by the TAA pass to increase α
and allow faster refresh of incorrect history. A similar technique
is used in Uncharted 4 [Xu16] to mask out materials that are prone

to ghosting. TAA in Uncharted 4 also uses a dilated stencil mask
to avoid ghosting trail near smooth, antialiased edges, since half of
the pixels on the edge may not carry the mask. Jimenez [Jim16]
combine history rejection and rectification, to force refresh history
pixels that fails the depth comparison. The TAA technique used in
INSIDE [Ped16] transitions TAA output to motion-blurred pixels
with increasing motion velocity to hide some of the ghosting artifacts.
To fix incorrect reprojection of reflections, Xu [Xu16] describe
a method to obtain correct vector for planar reflective surfaces.
There are also other related techniques that aim at warping refracted and reflected contents [LRR∗ 14, ZRJ∗ 15, LRBR16] and
shadows [LSR17], by using additional data structures to track correspondence.
6.3. Temporal instability
One of the main goals of TAA is to reduce temporal instability of
aliased frames, such as flickering or shimmering artifacts. Since
a different jitter offset is applied to the viewport in each frame,
the shading sample computed for a pixel changes every frame even
when the camera stays stationary. Typically, the difference is absorbed by the sample accumulation step (Sec. 3.3) to provide the
correctly filtered pixel. However, history rejection or rectification
algorithms may mistakenly invalidate or clamp history due to jitterinduced sample color change. Figure 11 shows such an example
where a low frequency Moiré pattern causes a complete gamut
change in the neighborhood of some pixels, forcing the history
color to be clipped or clamped to the new sample value in every
frame, effectively disabling accumulation. Disabling or relaxing
history rectification avoids the flickering (third row in Figure 11),
but may expose the output to ghosting or temporal lag. In fact,
avoiding ghosting and flickering are often contradicting goals in
the design of history rejection or rectification algorithms.
The fundamental problem that causes temporal instability is simc 2020 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2020 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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frames after transition usually have an overly sharp and aliased appearance. Regions that are newly disoccluded or with rapid shading
changes are also prone to contain undersampling artifacts.

Frame N+1

Frame N+2

Frame N+3

TAA without
retification

TAA with
rectification

Input
samples

Frame N

A common technique to mitigate such undersampling artifacts
is to increase the spatial reuse for these regions. Several TAA
implementations [Epi15, Xu16] use a low pass filter on the new
samples to reduce aliasing artifacts and the overly sharp look of
newly shaded pixels that appear different from converged results.
Alternatively, screen space spatial antialiasing like morphological antialiasing techniques [Res09, Lot09] can help to antialias
the raw samples from the current frame [JESG12, Dro14, Jim16,
dCI17,Kim18]. In addition to the approximation techniques, Adam
et al. [MSG∗ 18] adaptively use ray tracing to gather more samples in region where raster samples are sparse. Similarly, Yang
et al. [YNS∗ 09] adaptively supersample the shading of the disoccluded region to reduce shading aliasing where applicable. In practice, adaptive supersampling can often be used on inexpensive procedures inside pixel shaders, such as alpha testing [Wih17].
7. Performance

Figure 11: An example of temporal instability introduced by history
rectification using strongly aliased input. Low frequency Moiré pattern in the input images changes the local pixel gamut completely
every frame (first row of close-up views), forcing history rectification to clip or clamp colors to the unstable input(second row).
Results is stable and much less aliased if history rectification is
disabled (third row).

ilar to the cause of the problems introduced earlier: the undersampled input does not carry enough information to allow reliable detection of invalid or stale history. False positives in detection
(valid history treated as invalid) causes blur and temporal instability, whereas false negatives (invalid history treated as valid) causes
ghosting and temporal lag. In temporal upsampling algorithms, the
artifacts are often more pronounced than in regular TAA, since the
input is more heavily undersampled. The alternating sample pattern [Dro14] and selective reshading [SPD18] techniques discussed
in Sec. 4.1 are aimed at mitigating this problem, but they are not
compatible with mainstream TAA techniques discussed earlier.
There are several heuristic algorithms that can reduce temporal
instability under certain scenarios. A test of motion coherency between the previous and the current frame [Sou11,Dro14,EM16] can
provide extra input to bias the clamping towards preserving more
history, but only if shading is known to be stable. Karis [Kar14]
reduces blend factor α when history is near clamping, in order
to soften temporal change after clamping happens. Extending that
method, Jimenez [Jim16] proposes to track spatial contrast changes
between frames as an indicator of flickering artifacts, and increase
convergence time when flickering is detected.
6.4. Undersampling artifacts
Since TAA reduces aliasing by integrating samples over time, visible aliasing may exist in areas where accumulated sample count
is low. This is commonly seen at camera cuts, where the first few
c 2020 The Author(s)
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In modern rendering engines, TAA is typically implemented as a
single compute shader or a full-screen pixel shader pass. An optimized TAA implementation runs reasonably fast on modern GPUs.
Table 1 shows the typical cost of TAA in Unreal Engine 4 [Epi15].
As an image-space technique, the cost of TAA or temporal upsampling scales relative to the output image resolution (except for motion vector generation cost on dynamic objects). Therefore, it is
usually stable and scene-independent, which is a desirable property for the engine to maintaining a constant frame rate. In contrast, the cost of MSAA, which is tied to the forward shading pass,
varies based on factors such as geometry density, depth complexity,
multi-sample count, and hardware implementation characteristics.
That said, MSAA is often cheaper than TAA on lower-end platforms (especially tile-based mobile GPUs), and are sometimes a
preferred option on forward renderers.

Technique
TAA
TAAU

1920 × 1080
0.14ms
0.15ms

Target Resolution
2560 × 1440 3840 × 2160
0.24ms
0.52ms
0.24ms
0.50ms

Table 1: Performance of the TAA and the temporal upsampling
(TAAU) pass in Unreal Engine 4 running on an NVIDIA RTX 2080
Ti GPU. All TAAU experiments use a 2× per dimension upsampling
factor.
Temporal upsampling may sometimes incur a performance overhead to the engine. Unlike conventional image-based upsampling
filters, which are typically applied before the image sent to display,
temporal upsampling pass usually precede certain postprocessing
passes [Epi18]. This is because temporal upsampling doubles as an
antialiasing technique, which is responsible for removing aliasing
and temporal instability from the input to the postprocessing effects
(Sec. 3.3.1). As a result, these postprocessing effects have to be
computed at the upsampled resolution. The impact of this change
varies by the cost of these effects and the upsampling factor.
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8. Other related techniques
There are several techniques and applications that either leverage or
extend TAA techniques to achieve better image quality. This section provides a brief overview of these areas.

seen after specular bounces during rendering, and also use imagebased optical flow for estimating the complex motion in irradiance
components.

8.3. Machine learning-based methods
8.1. Variable rate shading
Variable rate shading (VRS, also known as coarse pixel shading, or
CPS) [VST∗ 14, HGF14] decouples the rate of visibility and shading computations by extending multisampling antialiasing [Ake93]
to image regions larger than a pixel. VRS has been adopted by
graphics hardware and major graphics APIs [NVI18]. It is effective at improving performance by reducing the overall number of
fragment shader invocations, but it can also introduce spatial and
temporal artifacts, since all pixels belonging to a coarse pixel share
a uniform color. To mitigate this problem, several techniques adapt
and leverage the spatial-temporal filter in TAA to improve fine pixel
reconstruction from coarsely shaded ones.
Patney et al. [PSK∗ 16] accelerate foveated rendering by using
coarse pixel shading in the periphery of the image, where undersampling artifacts caused by shading less than one fragment per
pixel are addressed via variance clipping (see Section 4.2). The
impact of calculating the mean and standard deviation of color
over large image regions can be avoided by exploiting the linearity
of raw moments, which are pre-integrated over tiles (e.g. 16×16
pixel) and reconstructed at intermediate scales using hardware trilinear filtering [Sal16, PSK∗ 16]. Xiao et al. [XLV18] tailors TAA
to coarse pixel shading by adopting a jittering sequence that generates a distribution of visibility and shading samples with blue
noise properties. Furthermore, ghosting artifacts introduced by using variance clipping at coarse pixel scale are reduced by adaptively rescaling color variance around edges where a large number
of shading samples are available from overlapping surfaces.

8.2. Temporal denoising
Stochastic algorithms in real time rendering often produce noisy
results due to having a low sample budget. TAA-like temporal
reuse algorithms can be used together with or in place of spatial filtering as a means to achieve variance reduction. Examples include soft shadows [NSL∗ 07, SSMW09], screen-space ambient occlusion (SSAO) [MSW10, BA12], screen-space reflection
(SSR) [Sta15], global illumination [Xu16], and other temporal
dithering effects [WM17]. Temporal reuse of data allows spatial
filtering to effectively achieve larger filter support at a fixed computation cost and output quality.
Reprojection-based temporal data reuse has also been widely
applied in denoising ray-traced images. Many techniques rely
on TAA-like temporal filter to denoise path-traced images rendered at very low sampling rates [SKW∗ 17, MMBJ17, SPD18,
KIM∗ 19, LLCK19, WMB19, SA19, BBHW∗ 19]. One major problem of reusing samples in path-tracing is the difficulty to obtain
correct motion vectors for secondary shading effects like reflections
and lighting. Zimmer et al. [ZRJ∗ 15] use a generalized version of
manifold exploration [JM12] to estimate motion vector for objects

Salvi [Sal17] enhances TAA image quality by using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to learn optimal convolutional weights for
computing the color extents used with neighborhood clamping and
clipping methods (see Section 4.2). Image quality can be further
improved by abandoning engineered history rectification methods
in favor of directly learning the rectification task. For instance, variance clipping can be replaced with a recurrent convolutional autoencoder which is jointly trained to hallucinate new samples and
appropriately blend them with the history data [Sal17].
On the denoising side, Chaitanya et al. [CKS∗ 17] introduce recurrent connections in a deep U-Net structure to improve temporal
stability. Vogels et al. [VRM∗ 18] propose a kernel-predicting network (KPN) based temporal filter, which uses both the previous and
the future frames (reprojected to the current frame) as the input for
temporal feature extraction and denoising.

9. Conclusion and future work
The past decade has witnessed great advances and success of temporal antialiasing and upsampling techniques in the gaming industry. We have presented a general overview of the existing techniques, and organized them in a framework that encompasses most
commonly used building blocks. In particular, we discuss how spatial samples are gathered and accumulated temporally, how history
data are validated, and how temporal samples can be leveraged to
enhance spatial resolution. Most techniques discussed are built into
shipped games and production game engines, and many of them
are established as current best practices. The wide applications and
adoptions make this topic extremely practical.
Antialiasing in real-time rendering has never been a solved problem, and likely will not be in the near future. TAA is not an exception. We have identified and discussed the main challenges in
TAA we are facing today, and summarized existing solutions and
workarounds. TAA still need to make a great leap to achieve true
cinematic-level quality and robustness. Particularly, we think that
the robustness and reliability of history rectification needs to be further improved to fully utilize the temporal data available. In the near
future, we expect advances in both analytical and machine learningbased solutions to surpass today’s best techniques in this area, and
bring the image quality of TAA to the next level.
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